Plaid perception is only subtly impaired in strabismic amblyopia.
Amblyopes exhibit a global motion anomaly that implicates processing beyond the local motion analysis of V1 possibly involving areas MT and MST in the extra-striate cortex. Here, we sought to further investigate this deficit by measuring the perception of moving plaid stimuli by amblyopic observers, since there is good physiological evidence that the motion of such stimuli is determined by processes beyond V1. The conditions under which the two moving components constituting the plaids were seen to cohere or move transparently over one another were investigated by manipulating their relative spatial frequencies. Percepts were measured using both short presentation durations, where both the percept and the direction of motion were reported, and long presentation durations where the bi-stability of the stimulus was directly measured. In addition, we measured the ability of amblyopic eyes to perceive globally coherent motion in a multiple aperture stimulus. We found a small increased tendency for both amblyopic and fellow-fixing eyes to perceive short duration plaid stimuli as coherent relative to control eyes, but no difference for long duration plaids. In addition, amblyopic eyes saw less coherence in multiple aperture stimuli than fellow-fixing eyes but were not reliably different from control eyes. We therefore conclude that the neural mechanisms underlying plaid perception are only subtly abnormal in amblyopia.